
MIAMI: Astronauts living at the International Space
Station took their first bites of space-grown lettuce on
Monday, in what scientists described as another step
toward enabling human missions to Mars. “That’s awe-
some,” exclaimed NASA astronaut Kjell Lindgren, after he
ate a piece of red romaine lettuce that was grown in a
special box aboard the orbiting outpost. “Tastes good,”
agreed US astronaut Scott Kelly, who is spending one
year at the research station. “Kind of like arugula,” Kelly
added, then used small bottles to spread extra virgin
olive oil and balsamic vinegar on his leaf, much as one
might spread ketchup and mustard on a hot dog. NASA
says that if space explorers can grow their own food while
they are away from the Earth they would be more likely
to survive the rigors of deep space exploration, which can
last months or even years.

With no way to resupply a spacecraft making a long
journey to and from Mars, the ability to cultivate food

during the trip will be key to survival, said Kelly. “This pay-
load, and having the ability for us to grow our own food is
a big step in that direction,” he said. Ray Wheeler, NASA’s
lead scientist for advanced life support activities at
Kennedy Space Center in Florida, also said fresh foods
that contain antioxidants, such as tomatoes, blueberries
and red lettuce, “could have a positive impact on people’s
moods and also could provide some protection against
radiation in space.”

Veggie experiment 
The red romaine lettuce was grown in a special plant-

growing box called a Veggie unit that was built by Orbital
Technologies Corporation in Madison, Wisconsin, and was
flown to space aboard the SpaceX Dragon cargo ship. The
seeds are contained in rooting pillows, which come com-
plete with soil and fertilizer. Since water cannot be poured
in space, a special irrigation system delivers moisture to

the plant pillows from below. The Veggie unit weighs
about 15 pounds (seven kilograms), is collapsible and
expandable, and contains a light bank of red, blue and
green LEDs to help plants grow. Wheeler said that the idea
for using LED lights to grow food in space dates back to
the late 1990s.  The seeds were “activated” by Kelly on July
8 and grew for 33 days. On Monday, Lindgren donned
blue gloves and used tongs to harvest the lettuce from its
growing box, before attaching the leaves carefully to a
tray. He cleaned them with citric acid-based, food-safe
sanitizing wipes and handed them, in a resealable bag, to
Kelly and Japanese astronaut Kimiya Yui. They saved a
couple of leaves for Russian cosmonauts Mikhail
Kornienko and Gennady Padalka, who were outside the
station doing a spacewalk. “They will eat half of the space
bounty, setting aside the other half to be packaged and
frozen on the station until it can be returned to Earth for
scientific analysis,” NASA said on its website. — AFP 
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SYDNEY: The Universe is experiencing a slow
death, like a person resting on the sofa awaiting
eternal sleep, according to astronomers from a
project which measured the energy generated
by 200,000 galaxies. The international team car-
ried out the most precise measurements of
energy generation in a large portion of space
ever completed and found that it is only half of
what it was two billion years ago and fading.

“The Universe is fated to decline from here
on in, like an old age that lasts forever,” said
Simon Driver from the International Centre for
Radio Astronomy Research (ICRAR) in Western
Australia. “The Universe has basically plonked
itself down on the sofa, pulled up a blanket and
is about to nod off for an eternal doze.”

Researchers used seven of the world’s most
powerful telescopes to observe galaxies at 21
different wavelengths, from ultraviolet to the far
infrared, as part of the Galaxy and Mass
Assembly Survey (GAMA). Observations collect-
ed over eight years from the Anglo-Australian
Telescope in rural New South Wales state were

used in conjunction with those from orbiting
space telescopes operated by NASA and the
European Space Agency. “We used as many
space and ground-based telescopes we could
get our hands on, to measure the energy output
of over 200,000 galaxies across as broad a wave-
length range as possible,” said Driver, who is pre-
senting the findings to the International
Astronomical Union in Hawaii on Monday.

Galactic slowdown 
Driver said while most of the energy slosh-

ing around in the Universe was created in the
aftermath of the Big Bang, additional amounts
were constantly being released by stars as they
fused elements such as hydrogen and helium
together.  “This newly released energy is either
absorbed by dust as it travels through the host
galaxy, or escapes into intergalactic space and
travels until it hits something such as another
star, planet, or very occasionally a telescope mir-
ror,” he said. Andrew Hopkins, from the
Australian Astronomical Observatory, said while

it had been known for some time that the rate at
which the Universe was forming stars was
declining, the new data showed that the rate of
energy production was reducing the same way
across all different wavelengths. “It doesn’t mat-
ter which wavelength you look at the Universe
in, it is slowing down in its energy production in
the same way,” Hopkins told AFP via telephone
from Hawaii.

“As the Universe expands and as the rate of
expansion accelerates we know that the rate at
which galaxies can continue to evolve is going to
slow down and this is reflected in the rate that we
have been able to measure of how fast they are
forming their stars.” It is hoped that the survey
data will help scientists better understand how
different types of galaxies form. Researchers also
want to expand their work to map energy pro-
duction over the entire history of the Universe
using new facilities, including the world’s largest
radio telescope, the Square Kilometer Array,
which is set to be built in Australia and South
Africa over the next decade.  — AFP 

SYDNEY: Australia plans to reduce carbon
emissions by 26 percent from 2005 levels
by 2030, Prime Minister Tony Abbott
announced yesterday, a target critics say
falls well short of its fair share globally.
Abbott, however, said his conservative
government’s target was “fairly in the mid-
dle” of those made by other economies
which will be taken to an upcoming glob-
al climate conference in Paris.

“We have come to the position our
2030 emissions reduction target will be in
the range of 26 to 28 percent,” Abbott told
reporters in Canberra. “There is a definite
commitment to 26 percent but we believe
under the policies that we have got, with
the circumstances that we think will apply,
that we can go to 28 percent.”

With its heavy use of coal-fired power
and relatively small population of 23 mil-
lion, Australia is considered one of the
world’s worst per capita greenhouse gas
polluters. Abbott has been widely seen as
a reluctant advocate for fighting climate
change, having scrapped a controversial
tax on carbon emissions by industrial pol-
luters and consistently promoted the coal
export industry.

He said yesterday strong and effective
policies were needed to tackle the issue,
and Australia was reducing emissions in
part through a carbon abatement pro-
gram-whereby energy efficient compa-
nies are rewarded. But he said Australia’s
commitment to the environment had to
be balanced against economic growth
and jobs, and did not need to be the
strongest in the world.

“Our 26 to 28 percent target, it’s better
than Japan. It’s almost the same as New
Zealand. It’s a whisker below Canada,” said
Abbott. “It’s a little below Europe. It’s
about the same as the United States. It’s
vastly better than Korea.  “And, of course, it
is unimaginably better than China,” he
said, in reference to the world’s top carbon
polluter which last month promised to
peak emissions within about 15 years, in a
move widely hailed as a boost for the
international effort to curb global warm-
ing. “We are not leading but we are cer-
tainly not lagging,” Abbott said.

‘Vastly inadequate’ 
Paris will host the UN climate confer-

ence at the end of the year, with organiz-

ers hoping to conclude a pact limiting
global warming to two degrees Celsius
(3.6 degrees Fahrenheit) over pre-industri-
al levels. Environmentalists accused
Australia of not doing enough to curb the
pollution blamed for global warming, say-
ing the Abbott government fell well short
of doing its fair share globally.

“These targets are vastly inadequate to
protect Australians from the impacts of
climate change and do not represent a fair
contribution to the world effort to bring
climate change under control,” said Tim
Flannery from the independent Climate
Council. Will Steffen, a climate change
expert at the council, said Australia’s
pledge was not too different from that of
Canada and Japan but significantly
behind the EU and United States and “still
at the bottom of the pack in terms of the
developed countries”.

“Where we need to be in terms of play-
ing our fair share for the two-degree poli-
cy target... we are way below that,” Steffen
told AFP, adding it was unfair to compare
Australia’s pledge to China’s commitments
given it was still a developing country.

WWF-Australia also said  Australia’s tar-
get was below efforts being made by the
United States, which has pledged to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 26-
28 percent from 2005 levels by 2025 —
significantly five years earlier than
Australia-and the EU which has gone even
further. “If every country matched
Australia’s effort the world would be on
track for three to four degrees of warm-
ing,” said WWF-Australia’s Kellie Caught.

Frank Jotzo, director of the Centre for
Climate Economics and Policy at the
Australian National University in Canberra,
agreed the target fell far short of the inter-
national goal. But he noted that “most
other developed countries’ targets also fall
short”. “However this target means
Australia is at least on the boat with inter-
national climate action, even if considered
a laggard,” he said. 

Foreign Minister Julie Bishop, who will
attend the United Nations climate change
conference in Paris, defended the pledge
by Australia, responsible for 1.3 percent of
global emissions. “It means that Australia...
as the 13th largest emitter in absolute
terms is doing our bit and that’s what mat-
ters,” she said. — AFP 

First bite of space-grown 
lettuce tastes ‘awesome’

Another step closer to Mars mission 

A handout photo released August 6, 2015 by the European Southern
Observatory shows a composite picture of how a typical galaxy appears at dif-
ferent wavelengths in the GAMA survey. —AFP 

Universe ‘resting on sofa’ as it slowly dies 

This August 10, 2015 image from NASA TV shows (from left) Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) astronaut Kimiya Yui, with NASA astro-
nauts Kjell Lindgren and Scott Kelly as they eat red romaine lettuce grown on board the International Space Station. — AFP 
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